CONNECTED MAINTENANCE POWERED BY THINGWORX
Monitor assets in real-time, prevent failures, and impact your bottom line

Even with the vast amount of data available to organizations
today, most asset failures are random. Maintenance teams are
left reacting to unexpected failures, and most are still struggling
to understand why and when a failure is going to occur. Many
organizations have tried to implement a “predictive”
maintenance strategy with limited success due to the existence
of too many silos, disparate and complex systems, and limited
access to the right data and managing duplicate requests within
their Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) system.

Introducing Aquitas Solutions’ Connected Maintenance solution powered by ThingWorx. Designed for rapid
development and deployment, Connected Maintenance eliminates the roadblocks and silos of the past with the
leading Industrial IoT technology of ThingWorx and IBM’s EAM software, Maximo. The Maximo to ThingWorx
integration allows you to monitor your assets in real-time and automate the response processes from the
maintenance team.

ADD VALUE TO YOUR MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS & CAPABILITES
Aquitas’ Connected Maintenance solution will enhance your maintenance operations and capabilities while
realizing fast Return on Investment (ROI). By leveraging the systems and data you already have in place today
like Maximo, SCADA, or a Manufacturing Execution system, Connected Maintenance creates intelligent condition
monitoring rules that will transform your maintenance processes.
Key Benefits:
• Turn raw data into maintenance action
• Detect, report, and act on failures in
real-time
• Minimize time-to-resolution

• Achieve intelligent asset optimization
• Improve forensic data investigation after incidents occur
• Reduce or eliminate unplanned downtime

HOW DOES CONNECTED MAINTENANCE WORK?
The Connected Maintenance solution is simple, fast, and cost effective to implement. Follow the basic
guidelines on the following page to start implementing a more effective and efficient maintenance
organization.

1. Advanced Condition Monitoring
• Determine what you actually want to monitor – Ask yourself, what assets cost the most when they fail? What
assets have high random fail rates? Do you need visibility into the dark data your assets are producing? What
does maintenance need to know about each asset?
• What conditions should be monitored? – Are there conditions of your assets that should be monitored in
real-time. These may include temperature, vibration, pressure, voltage, RPMs, etc.

2. Anomaly Management Alert System
• Establish a threshold for your conditions that will trigger an “anomaly” alert. Determine what is considered
“outside” of normal conditions?
• Validate whether or not an alert is an actual problem that needs to be addressed by maintenance. Utilize a
system of rules using multiple variables (real-time SCADA, EAM, weather, MES, etc.) to create your validation
process. See example below:

3. Automated Maintenance Work Flow Response
• Once an alert has been validated, a work request will be generated in Maximo and work flow will dispatch
maintenance to respond.
• Determine how you want alerts to be managed by maintenance. From creating Work Orders based on asset
priority to sending emails on status changes, the maintenance team will have the information they need to
effectively respond to alerts quickly in real-time.

